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From the GM’s Desk 
Dear ESYiite,

Life is ESY - but most of us are hell bent to complicate
it as much as possible and work hard to solve, what we
had created, just to feed our egos.

At ESYINIDA, we intend to make life ESY for our
Customers, our Partners and staff out here.

ESYINDIA believes that transparency and sharing are
vital for a healthy long term relationship and ESYREAD
will go a long way in establishing the same.

ESYREAD is an initiative which would help us in knowing and understanding each
other, knowing the Digital Imaging industry better and lot more.

ESYREAD lends us an opportunity to recognize and appreciate every achievement
of ESYiite.
With your active participation and support, I am sure ESYREAD is here to stay and
bind us together.

Try this: Whenever you feel stressed, get in front of a mirror or go to a
corner and smile, if possible laugh just for a minute and feel the change.
ESY – Making life easy.

ESY – Making Life Easy !
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ESY – Making Life Easy !

Editor’s Note
The season of celebrations is back and Team ESY is
delighted to kick off this festival season by celebrating
the most cherished asset of our organisation – YOU! We
at ESY INDIA believe that our channel partners and their
staff are the biggest treasure that we possess! Hence we
have decided to make you as our brand ambassadors and
by sharing your achievements and experience to the
world, we hope to weave the ESY Magic to all corners of
the channel fraternity!

That is why we have decided to launch a digital diary full of ideas,updates,
inspirational stories to keep you engaged and bonded with its family members. With
every edition we give you a chance to get to know our ESY Super Partners whose
glorious tales will inspire and support you To reach greater heights .We are
privileged that our first edition had one of the most motivational icons on its cover
i.e Mr. Pawan Agarwalla who built a business empire with his unique channel
strategies and strong principles of thinking and growing rich. The budding sales
managers will get a chance to learn from accomplished managers through the ESY
CHAMP column and much more !This magazine is also a platform to acquaint
yourself with Team ESY – whether its Mr. Ram's theories on winning channel
partners trust, Mr. Thomas giving insight into cracking a deal or Anek’s experiences
of customer interaction!

TEAM ESY Unveiled!

ESY CHAMP 0CT’2015 Know the business mantra of learning more to earn more!

(Ms. Sanuja Executive, Product Marketing)

Read On to know more ! 
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ESY BUZZ

More than 10,000 likes and still counting …             
Have you liked the picture that has taken the ESY world by storm!

Datamation organised a Grand IT Channel Summit at Vedic Village, Kolkata which saw 
a turnout of more than 150 channel partners!
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ESY BUZZ

Congratulations to Mr. Ram Sharma
and his team at Sehaj Peripherals
for doing the highest installation of
ESYINK with MP287 in Ludhiana

Team ESY welcomes ,
Tez-X Automation ,

Our new ESP in Delhi

A glimpse into the BITA IT Association Garbha Mahotsav held at Vadodara
(Courtesy : EVIP-Mr.Dirgesh Shah,Arihant Infotech,Vadodara)
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ESY TALK

Q.1) Your Signature statement about yourself (In one sentence)

Q.2) 3 key factors that helped you to attain success

One of the main factors behind my success is my father who is my role model and has taught me to Be
Ethical in business and be happy and satisfied with our achievements . My father was not wealthy . His
intention was not to keep balance of sufficient money for me to start my life. But he gave me love , food and
good education. My dad believed that if a person gives a child everything , he would kill the child's hunger for
success . Whenever I asked my dad to buy me something , his reply was “ why should I buy it for you ? Buy it
yourself”. So early in life I learned that nobody owned me a living. I am responsible for my life’s success. I
inherited from my father the wealth of honesty , generosity and simple living. The greatest contributing
factor of my success was very intense desire for success , wealth creation and curiosity.
Secondly I am a reading enthusiast , I read 2-3 books every week and own a private collection of over 200
books .I have a passionate desire for learning. I was highly inspired when I read the first two books –
1) Think and Grow Rich
2) Unlimited Power –
From the book Think and Grow Rich , I first understood that money can be generated from a idea and not      
hard work . I also learnt that if a person uses his muscle he would be a worth of a few rupees a day. But if  
he uses his positive mind his wealth is limitless. 

Mr. Pawan Kumar Agarwalla is a successful entrepreneur and 
founder of Datamation , one of the most reputed IT Houses of North 
East. He is a man of humble origins , born in the modest environs of 
a tea garden , he completed M.Sc. in Applied Mathematics in 1985 
and a Post Graduate Diploma in Computers in 1986. The following 
year he started a computer training institute in Guwahati , 
simultaneously selling assembled computers and accessories as he 
realised that the private computer training institute would not 
sustain for long.
Over the years , Agarwalla has transformed himself into a veteran 
businessman. A venture that started as an educational undertaking 
is now over 300 crore IT Business with presence in distribution , 
retail, services and corporate reselling.
Datamation with six large retail stores , is considered among the 
top distributors for brands like Canon , LG and Sony. The company 
controls 25% of the total IT market of Rs. 70 Crore per month in 
the North East 

I have the capacity to THINK and DO. 
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ESY TALK

Money is a game . If we learn the value of the game , money will follow in our hand easily. If we do not play 
by law we will struggle all our life and be financially weak despite working hard.
Thirdly the biggest factor contributing to one’s success story is Self-Education. I have seen in life that 
people have poorer grade in school but now they are much more successful financially although their school 
card used to be F now their  financial card is an A  none of us were taught how to be rich and how to invest 
and manage money. All we have learnt is by Self- Education. Self educated people are Self-decision makers -
they take hundred percent responsibility for the results in their life , they take ownership of wealth . They 
never blame others for the failures in their life but they correct their own mistakes next time. Once we 
acknowledge that we create our own future , it means that we have given ourselves power to start 
becoming successful right now.

“The greatest contributing factor to
my success is very intense desire
for success, wealth creation and
curiosity.”

Q.5) Key message for your channel fraternity

I have one very important learning that I acquired very early in life , that is , if we have a positive mental
attitude and a rigorous faith that we are going to get prosperity , to enjoy abundance , we have to create or
develop positive mind-set first.
MINDSET—THOUGHT—ACTIONS—RESULTS. If we do not think like a millionaire , we will never interact wealth ,
how smart we are or how much hard work we do. This is a myth that having a lot of money will change us. If
we are selfish and nasty by nature, having money will make us more selfish and nastier. But if we are kind,
generous and loving deep inside, Money will magnify our goodness.
“What our Mind Conceives , we can achieve”. Many people who are living in poverty today never really expect
anything else . Their fixed belief that they can never become prosperous keeps them in poverty. It keeps
their mind negative , and the negative mind cannot create , cannot produce anything in life. It is only positive
mind that can create prosperity. The universe itself is a creation of Divine Mind. When we limit ourselves in
thought we limit ourselves to grow. Prosperity flows only through channels that are wide open to receive it.
It doesn’t flow through channels pinched by poverty, by discouragement,doubt,fear and narrow vision. All
inventions , all discoveries , all marvellous facts of civilisations , our buildings , schools , hospitals are
attributed by great men with positive mind-set.

( Mr.P.K.Agarwala,CEO,Datamtion, is a self-made business tycoon in the entire North-
East. He is an avid reader and a motivational speaker)
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ESY CHAMP 

He is dedicated , hardworking and one of the 
most intelligent product specialists !
Meet the lifeline of Apex Enterprises, Mumbai 
and our ESY CHAMP Of The Month -
Mr.Balchandra Chaurasia ! 

Brief about Yourself

I was born and bought up in Mumbai . I joined Apex Enterprises 19 years ago in the year 1996 as a field engineer and currently
I am proud to have climbed the ladder to be the senior sales executive. It has been an honour to be associated with big brands

like Canon , Dell etc. and to generate customers for the same .

Your most memorable moments during customer interaction

Any customer interaction is enlightening and introspective, but the delightful are the ones where I convince the customer of my
product and is able to express my product knowledge confidently. My first delightful customer encounter was at an event named
Photo-fair at Goregaon, where I was able to generate 7 delighted Canon Customers , also marking the day of my first sale.

3 days of your life that you will always remember and why ?

My employer , Mr.Rahul Zaveri has always been an inspiration and a delight to work for , but one of the most important moments
of my life was when I suffered a grievous head injury in an accident .A complete stranger took me to the hospital on time and
informed Rahul Bhai who reached there immediately and took all measures to ensure my proper treatment and supported me
through all the tough times .This was a moment in my life where I was most thankful to god for having such a support system in
my boss. It was unforgettable since it was a moment of realisation of goodness and gratitude.
The second most unforgettable day is my wedding day on 15th March 2002 and third when my son was born on 28th September
2003.

3 key initiatives that you will implement if you became Marketing head of ESYINDIA

 I would initiate a promotional drive for all resellers and retailers in Mumbai to make them more aware of the CISS
technology and the wonderful benefits that ESYINK can offer

 I would introduce a loyalty Card programme where resellers and retailers would earn points for ESYINK customer
generation .

 An incentive scheme with higher benefits would be introduced for the EVIP’s.

Most favourite personality in the business spectrum other than your employer.

During a Canon product launch years ago at Taj Mumbai , I was mesmerized by how a man could capture complete attention of
the audience and convince them so beautifully about the features and benefits of the products .
He has since then become my most favourite personality i.e. Mr.V.P.Sajeevan .I have always admired him of how he
communicates and interacts with the crowd . He has undoubtedly been an inspirational factor in my growth.



n
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ESY BUZZ 

Nallasopara Virar 
Photographers Association Annual Photo Trade Fair 

Punjab Photo Fair 2015 held at 
Kings Ville , Ludhiana  

The Photo Fair was held for two days
and We could garner attention of more
than 150 customers per day. The
prospective customers were treated
with the BIBLE Magic and they were
delighted with the Dus Paise Per Print
Charm.

“We had a crowd of 300 members who were related to 
the photography biz. There were many people who said 
that they liked our Product and they would get back to us 
for the same. We could  Pre-book many orders and the 
impact of the event was so good that we expect to close 
more biz very soon.”
- Thomas Anandam , BDM , WEST
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ESY Tips & Tricks 

I told him; Sir if you want to buy from market even 2 to 3K pricing is too high, give me Rs 800 and I will get one for you and I assure you 
that it will work. But if you want to buy from a genuine partner, this is my final price. We will make sure that you get the best power supply 
which will not degrade the performance of the printer.
For 2 minutes there was silence and he broke the silence with these words,” Thomas, we will pay you Rs 12,300, when can you supply us

the genuine power supply?
I learnt my first Sales lesson: There are two sets of customers, one will buy when you hurt his ego and make him feel that your

product is far better than his expectation and is not for him and he can go for any cheaper alternative. The second set of
customer will buy when you pamper him and make him feel that this product is the tailor made solution for his requirement.
In either cases unless you trust your product and your pricing, you can never make a Sale. A Sale is made on every call you make. Either

you sell a reason to the customer to buy your product or he sells you a reason not to buy.

Thomas - Theology

- Thomas Anandam,BDM, West

Kalai-Kaar

When I was working with a reputed firm as a support engineer I went to the Dept. of Post for attending the call for
Zebra printer. The issue was with the adapter and I quoted him Rs 12,300 for the adapter and Rs 17,000 for the
entire Printer. The idea was to make the customer go for the whole printer instead of spares. The Head of
Department took me to his Director for the final negotiation. The Director told me that my pricing was very high
and same specs power supplies were available in the market in the range of 2 to 3k.

Being a technical head for ESYINK I have trained over 600 engineers all over the country.
The efficiency , quality and satisfaction with ESYINK has led to providing a livelihood for more than
200 of these engineers they are now installation specialists and self sustain on our product. Even
today it is a matter of great delight when one of my trained engineers still connect with me and
share their customer interaction experiences. I am proud to be associated with such a powerful
product and brand . ESYINK has given me the opportunity to sustain succeed and serve the society.
ESYINK has truly made my life EaSY!

I have been associated with ESYINK since its beginning in the year 2013 and over the years I have
seen ESYINK Grow from an innovative technology to a sustaining factor Inkjet printers and its
customers .

Sach-in Se Saamna
Its been less than a month of joining ESY INDIA but already the journey has been a strong learning experience . My first day at ESY is
unforgettable where on arrival I was introduced to my team in the Gurgaon while being welcomed simultaneously by the Chennai Office. It
was a busy Monday morning for the team , as all were preparing for the weekly review meeting . ESY INDIA has a very efficient review
system where one of the team members is the presenter of the day and always begins the meeting on a happy note for the organisation .
Each members core functional area was thoroughly discussed and reviewed by our CEO along with him sharing his experiences and
anecdotes during his customer interactions . The team was highly enthusiastic for the meeting and did not consider it to be a liability that
they had to weekly attend. The spirit of team ESY is highly exuberant and its been very easy for me to slip into the team as one of them.
During these past few weeks I have interacted with many of our EVIP’s and ESP’s and it has truly instilled in me a sense of honour and
delight to work for and with such dignitaries.
Looking Forward To Making Life EaSY!

- Mr.KalaiSelvan,National Technical Head 

- Sachin Mehra , Product Specialist
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ESY Tips and Tricks 

Saurav’s Synergy

Ram-ayan
With my years of channel experience , I have been able to create my own life lessons which I would like to share for all 
budding managers in the ESY Family !
The most successful of all my theories has been the BMW Theory!
Build.Monitor.Win
This theory is the simplest and most basic of all channel dealings – it focuses on Building relationships with your partner 
based on sharing experiences and interest. It leads to creating a bond based on trust , loyalty and honesty. Remember 
leaders ! Your channel partners are the most crucial during your bad time and the most supportive during your good times . 
Their team is your most important tool for you to achieve your target.
Monitoring element is pivotal for you to generate a clean and honest deal – you need to monitor that your product enters the 
right channel and is able to cater to the needs of the market .it is a sales managers responsibility to keep everything intact 
i.e. product proposals , a strong GTM ( Go to Market ) strategy and proper tracking and review of day to day sales and 
inventory.
The final element of this theory is winning – winning is not just closing the deal it refers to giving you a partner an 
omnipresent value throughout the journey .The  success belongs to not just one but to the whole team i.e. of the Partner , his 
team , retail partners and last but not the least , the end customer , whose delight creates more such winning experiences .

- Ram Jilal , Business Devt. Manager, North 

-Saurav Yadav , Senior Territory Manager, North

Festive  Season has begun and a breeze of positivity  and celebration is spreading wide . This is that point of the year where 
the sales managers are most required to be present in the market so as to tap onto this positive energy and conquer the 
gifting market . The sudden rise in buying pattern is a win-win situation for all parties whether the company, partner, retailer
or the customer . I take this opportunity to wish all the partners and their sales managers a great OND Festive season 
ahead! May you be able to capture the highest amount of cheer and business opportunities floating in the market spectrum 
today

Jayasree’s Journey

Me being a sales executive was unthinkable for my very
conservative family , hence my very first sale was
convincing my family of the career that I chose .
My journey in the sales world started 14 years ago with
my stint as a Sales executive for a computer education
institute. It was the time when computer education was
not considered to be as a digital revolutionary or as a
basic necessity. It was a tough job to convince parents to
accept computer education as a pivotal tool for future.
However I was able to generate more than 200
customers/ students for the institute. The institute
focused on all major regions of Eastern India such as
Bangladesh,Nepal,Bihar,West Bengal etc. However when I
decided to expand my target customers , I convinced the
unemployed youth then to embrace this technology and
take-up this learning experience so as to create a means
of livelihood .

- Jayasree,BDM,East

Manish's Magic
Your first day in the field , your first sale and your first sales manager is
unforgettable for every sales officer ! Mine was no different, on my first
day as a newly appointed sale executive , I was asked to visit the market
and collect as many visiting cards possible of IT partners. The first IT
Dealer I met told me introduce myself .
After I did , he crisply said he was not interested in doing business with
me and asked me to leave . I was disappointed with his reaction and felt
he could have given me a chance to explain. I managed to collect 4 visiting
cards that day and recounted my first meet with the rude partner to my
sales manager. He told me to visit that partner every day from now on.
Each day I would collect more visiting card than before and would meet
the same partner to be thrown our yet again. On my fourth visit , the
partner asked me to take a seat and brief about my company and
products. I was terrified that I would be thrown out again and decided to
save myself by giving my best. He heard me out carefully and offered me
tea and snacks.
On my 9th visit the same partner placed an order which was the highest
order of that month for the company. The biggest lesson I learnt that day
was that the theory of “ first impression is the best impression” does not
work for Channel business, what works is-
“ More Impressions give a lasting impression.”

- Manish Chadha , BDM,South
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ESY Tips & Tricks 

I was completely a novice to the channel business and
corporate world when joining ESY India but I always had
the motive that ESY truly believed in i.e eLearning more
as you grow. My customer interaction was with a man
who had bought our ESYINK with a printer using all his
money for a small print shop that he owned. He was
unable to avail support for days since he was not that
technically enabled or educated on how to procure the
support. It was y first customer call and I wanted to do
my best for him , I solved his problem within 12 hours of
logging a complaint and he genuinely thanked me for my
support I thanked him back saying this was my job and
he gave me an opportunity to give my best at it .
The lesson I learnt that day was that customers are
mostly seen as a management concept or a marketing
tool but during all customer interactions at ESY I have
clearly identified that with each customer delight we are
also contributing t creating a moment of happiness and
to be able to do such positive work everyday is a golden
opportunity to learn and serve. So I urge all the budding
sales managers to connect with his end customer and
create your moment of customer happiness.

Anek Adhyay!

-Anek Singh Choudhary ,Customer Support Executive

Priya-Tantra

-Ms. Priya Padmanabhan  Senior Sales Admin

Working as a Sales Admin in a reputed firm
needs lot of organisational skills and
operational excellence in sustaining the
company’s growth. I strongly believe that
being clear in your communication and
process helps in achieving goals and
customer satisfaction. This type of work fits
well with my methodical and analytical nature
that has inspired me to understand the
partners needs and contribute further in
achieving the desired results and, yes of
course, with the strong support from the
partners. I am proud to be part of this team
and wish to see a wonderful year ahead.

Vijayashri’s winning 
secrets!

6 Tools Towards a Happy Life

#1 See that being joyful is your fundamental responsibility
The first and most fundamental responsibility for a human being is 
to become a joyous being. To be happy is not the ultimate aspect of 
life. If you are not happy, what else can you do with your life? Only if 
you are happy, can other great possibilities open up.

#2 Realize that joy is your original nature
It does not matter what you are pursuing in your life, whether it is 
business, power, education or service, you are doing so because 
somewhere deep inside you is a feeling that this will bring you 
happiness. Every single action that we perform on this planet 
springs from an aspiration to be happy because it is the original 
nature.

#4 Stop pursuing, start expressing :
Know how to express your happiness in the world. If you look back at
your life and see, the most beautiful moments in life are moments
when you are expressing your joy, not when you are seeking it.

#5 Remind yourself to smile!
For many people, it just takes an hour to forget all this and pretty

soon their reptilian brain wants to bite someone. So give yourself a
dose once an hour – a reminder of the value of life. If you are very
insensitive, remind yourself every half-an-hour. If you are horribly
insensitive, remind yourself every five minutes. It takes only ten
seconds to remind yourself. You could do it in just two seconds too
– “I’m alive, you’re alive. What more?”

#6 Transform what’s within :-At present, the quality of your life is
not determined by the clothes that you wear, the educational
qualifications that you carry, the family background that you come
from or the bank balances that you hold. Rather, the quality of your
life depends upon how peaceful and joyous you are within yourself.

# 3 See the mind for what it is
What you call as “my mind” is not yours actually. You don’t have a
mind of your own. Please look at it carefully. What you call as “my
mind” is just society’s garbage bin. Anyone and everyone who
passes by you stuffs something into your head. You really have no
choice about whom to receive from and whom not to receive from.
If you know how to process and use it, this garbage is useful. This
accumulation of impressions and information that you have
gathered is only useful for survival in the world.

- Ms.K.R.Viajayshri , Senior HR Admin
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ESY Editor Special 

EDITORS PICK
A Narrow Escape ……..

Years ago , on a cool November Friday in Conoor , Tamil Nadu.A young sales executive was waiting impatiently for his
customer to arrive and give a purchase decision on his product. He was moving around restlessly and glancing at the British
style wall clock hanging in front of him and the pelting rain outside the window.
It was already fifteen minutes past 6, He had a 8 o clock bus to catch that would take him to his home in Coimbatore .The
prospective customer –Mr. Somani was the MD of Somani Tea Traders and The President of Planters Associations. He asked his
secretary when Mr. Somani would arrive and she gave him a blank look to inform that she had no idea of his whereabouts. After
fifteen minutes , we heard footsteps and the secretary looked engaged in an urgent hustle to welcome her boss. In walked a
fat,tall,fair man with chubby cheeks who looked straight at him and said –
“ What's the best price that you can offer me?”.

This was his third visit to the Somani office which was previously followed by a demo experience so that Mr. Somani can be
convinced of the benefits that he offered in the Modi Xerox Fax Machine. He was disappointed to hear him negotiate for the
price as Mr. Somani had already given a commitment that he was convinced of the product and would give his final say today.
Mr. Somani assured him that a price discount would make the deal better with another fax machine that he would purchase for
the Plantation association. He offered him a price of 1000 rupees less than the price quoted . He put all his trained
salesmanship to convince him of the Modi Xerox intense belief in their product quality and the strict policy of No-Price
Negotiation.
He suddenly glanced at his watch to see it is 7:30 already. He went from negotiation mode to Pleading mode and after 10
minutes Mr. Somani irritatingly asked him to accept the offer or go to hell.
He left Mr.Somani’s massive , colonial style office shamefaced and tensed to catch his 8 o clock bus. He caught the first auto
rickshaw that passed but due to the pelting rain and thunder , the rickshaw was moving snail paced . He reached the bus stop
at 8:05 pm to see the dimming red taillights of the bus he was supposed to be in. He asked the auto driver to help him catch
his bus , the driver grinned at him and said in Tamil - “Mudiyaathu Sir , Hotel vittidilaam ..” ( not possible sir , I can drop you to
a nearby hotel)
He went back to the hotel disappointed and tired. Next day morning, he was listening to the news in the radio (there was no
television or mobile during those days and askaashvaani was the best news media) and the reporter said there was a massive
landslide in the region due to which a lot of vehicles and passengers were stranded on the road.
The news reader continued to read that the CTC bus he was supposed to travel in ,had fallen down the hill while turning on a
hairpin bend , thus killing all its 68 passengers. He was shocked and realised his hands and legs were trembling . He did not
know whom to thank – his fate , his stronger lifeline or Mr. Somani who held him back for a vain negotiation . Soon he got
dressed and went back to thank Mr. Somani,.
The secretary saw him and ushered him into Mr.Somanis Office. As soon as Mr. Somani saw him his face was filled with varied
expressions - shock surprise and relief.
Mr. Somani stood up to hug him and after a minute said he was never so relieved to see anybody else.
He also thanked Mr. Somani for holding him back and after a moment Mr. Somani asked the secretary to type his order for two
fax machines.
Soon after , a very happy Mr. Somani placed a full order and cheque in his hand and he with eyes full of relief and gratitude
said – “Thank You Sir , I Stayed alive to get this order”

(He went on to be the Grand Slam Champion FOR Modi Xerox and this was the beginning of his road to success.
He is an ESYiite who stayed alive to Make Life Easy .
Can you guess who this is ?)
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ESY GLOSSARY
BIBLE Before I Buy Live Experience

ESYBliss ESY Business Linked Incentive SchemeS

ESYSPEED ESY Service Partner Enhancement Efficiency Drive

ESY READ ESY Regular Engagement And Delight

ESY TREE ESY Technical Resources Efficiency Enhancement

ESY
CREAM

ESY Channel Relationship Enhancement Activities Mgt

ESY PASS ESY Perception And Customer Satisfaction Survey

ESY – Making Life Easy ! 
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ESY Latest 
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